
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF TAME SURFACES IN E3

BY

C. E. BURGESS«1)

1. Introduction. Various conditions under which a surface is tame in E3

have been given by Bing [6], [7], Griffith [17], Harrold [18], and Hempel

[19]. Examples of some types of wild spheres have been given by Antoine

[2], Alexander [l], Fox and Artin [15], and Bing [8]. Using Bing's theorem

that a surface is tame if its complement is 1-ULC [7], we show in §3 that

a connected 2-manifold K is tame in P3 if it can be locally spanned, with

a disk, at each point from each side of K, and in §6 this is generalized to

a 2-manifold in a 3-manifold. This characterization of tame surfaces in-

cludes Harrold's theorem [18] that a surface is tame in E3 if it is locally

peripherally unknotted, but we neither require that the boundary of a

spanning disk should be tame nor that at each point of K there should

be two spanning disks that have the same boundary and are on opposite

sides of K. This enables us to give conditions under which a surface is tame

from one side. There exist wild spheres of the types described in the above

references that are tame from one complementary domain.

Most of the definitions used here will be like those used by Bing in

[7]. A subset Y of a metric space is 1-ULC (uniformly locally simply con-

nected) if for each e > 0 there is a 5 > 0 such that each map / of the

boundary of a disk K into a á-subset(2) of Y can be shrunk to a point

in an t-subset of Y; that is, / can be extended to a map of K into an

t-subset of Y. The set Y is locally simply connected at a point p of the

closure of Y if for each neighborhood N of p there is an open set U con-

taining p such that each map of a simple closed curve into U ■ Y can be

shrunk to a point in N ■ Y.

A 2-manifold M is tame in P3 if there is a homeomorphism of P3 onto

itself that carries M onto a polyhedron. If V is a complementary domain

of a 2-manifold M in P3 such that M + V is a 3-manifold with boundary,

we say that M is tame from V. This definition is reasonable in view of

the fact that any 3-manifold with boundary can be triangulated [3], [5],

[21]. It follows from these triangulation results by Bing and Moise, and
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also from more recent results by Brown [13], that a 2-manifold M in E3 is

tame from the complementary domain V of M if and only if M can be

collared in V. In this context, a connected 2-manifold M in P3 is tame if

and only if M is tame from each of its complementary domains. Except in

§6, we restrict our discussion to connected 2-manifolds in E3 and use the

fact that each such manifold has exactly two complementary domains and

is the boundary of each of them. Some characterizations of tame 2-mani-

folds in E3, without any requirement that the manifolds be connected,

are included in §6.

We define a 2-manifold M in E3 to be locally tame at a point p from a

complementary domain V of M if p lies in a subset U of M + V such that

U is open relative to M + V and the closure of U is a topological cube.

This is equivalent to saying that M is locally collared in V at p [13].

For a 2-sphere S in P3, we will use IntS and ExtS to denote the bounded

complementary domain and the unbounded complementary domain, re-

spectively, of S. For a disk K, we will use IntP to denote K — BdK.

2. Surfaces that are tame from one side. The main purpose of this section

is to identify some conditions under which a connected 2-manifold M in

P3 is tame from one of its complementary domains, and these results will

be used to establish the characterization of tame surfaces in the next sec-

tion. Bing [6], [7] has already established Theorems 4, 5, and 6 for the

case where M is a 2-sphere and for the case where M is a connected 2-

manifold each of whose complementary domains satisfies the hypotheses

of these theorems. We use his results and adapt his methods to give condi-

tions that imply that a connected 2-manifold is tame from one of its com-

plementary domains. While the first three parts of the conclusion of Theo-

rem 1 have already been established by Bing [7], we need the additional

two parts in the proofs of subsequent theorems.

Theorem 1. Suppose M is a connected 2-manifold in E3, p is a point of

M, and V is a complementary domain of M. Then for each c > 0 there is a

disk D in M and a 2-sphere S such that

(1) diamS < «,

(2) p E Into G S,
(3) S is locally polyhedral at each point of S — D,

(4) BdP is tame, and

(5) D is on the boundary of V • IntS.

Proof. Let E be a disk in M such that p G IntP, and let C be a cube of

diameter less than t such that pGIntC and BdPCP3— C. It follows

from Bing's Theorems 1 and 8 in [9] that there is a disk D in M ■ IntC

such that p E IntP and BdP is tame. There exists an arc pq such that

Pq — QE Int C, ç G Bd C, pq ■ E = p, and p is not a limit point of pq ■ V.
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There exists a topological ray X which contains pq and is unbounded in

P3 such that X — pqEE3 — C. Now a sphere S satisfying the requirements

of the conclusion of Theorem 1 can be obtained by following Bing's pro-

cedure [7, Theorem 5] in obtaining h(E) and E' provided it is required

that hiE) should not intersect X and that the polygonal disks near Bd C

that are added to E' should not intersect X.

Lemma 1. // DltD2, •••,£)„ are disjoint disks in E3 and f is a map of a

disk K into E3 such that /(BdP) C P3 — X£=i A> tnen there is a map g of

K into E3 such that

(i) g|Bdp: = /|BdP:,
(2) giK)CfiK)+T?-iIntD¡, and
(3) giK) — X"=iA IS connected.

Proof. For each i, there exists a disk D'¡ such that D¡ E Dit D¡ ■ f iK)

= D,-fiK), and Bd D[ ■ Bd P¿ = / iK) • BdD,. Let H denote the compo-
nent of K - f-\fiK) ■ XXiAO that contains BdP. For each i (1 z% i zZ n),

let C, denote the set of all limit points of H that are carried by / into D[,

and let P¿ denote the sum of all components of K — H that intersect C,.

It follows that By,B2,--,Bn are disjoint and that H + Yj~iB,: = K. By

the Tietze Extension Theorem [20, p. 82], there exists for each i (1 z% i _ n)

a map/, of P, into D¡ so that /,| C, = f\ C,. Now a map g such that g\H = f\H

and g\Bi — f i satisfies the requirements in the conclusion of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. Suppose S is a 2-sphere in E3, X is a nondegenerate subcontinuum

of S, and for each y > 0 there exists a 2-sphere S' such that X C ExtS" and

S' is homeomorphically within y of S. Then for each e > 0, there exists a

5 > 0 such that each map of a simple closed curve into a b-subset of IntS can

be shrunk to a point in an t-subset of IntS + S — X.

Proof. Let f be a positive number such that

(1) €<diamX.

There exist positive numbers a and o such that

(2) 3a < e,

(3) every a-subset of 5 lies in an «/3-disk on S, and

(4) every a-subset of S lies in an a/3-disk on S.

Let 5 be a positive number such that

(5) 2á < o   and    3á < a.

We will show that 5 satisfies the requirements in the conclusion of Lemma 2.

Let K be a disk and let / be a map of BdP into a ô-subset of IntS. Then

/ can be extended to map K into a ô-subset of P3. Let 7 be a positive number

such that
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(6) 4y <o

and

(7) 67 < a.

By hypothesis, there exists a 2-sphere S' such that S' is homeomorphically

within 7 of S and X G Ext S'. We can impose the requirement that /(BdP)

ClntS' [20, p. 97]. From (4) it follows that

(8) every (a — 27)-subset of S' lies in an (a/3 -+- 27)-disk on S'.

Since diam/(P) < <5, it follows from (5) that

(9) diam|/(Ä).S']<a/2.

Now (6) and (9) combine to give

(10) diam\f(K) ■S']<o-2y,

and (8) and (10) imply that f(K) ■ S' lies in an (a/3 4- 27)-disk on S'.

By (7), a/3+ 27 <2a/3, so that f(K) ■ S' lies in a 2a/3-disk D' on S'.

Lemma 1 implies that there exists a map /' of K into D' + IntS' such

that f|BdX = /|BdX and f'(K) Cf{K) + D'. Since diam/(P) <i and
diamö' < 2a/3, it follows from (5) that

(11) diamf'(K) <a.

Now/'(K) • S is a subset of S - X, so (3) implies that f'{K) ■ S lies in an

í/3-disk on S. Hence it follows from (1) that f'(K) -S can be covered by

a finite number of disjoint e/3-disks DX,D2, ■ ■ -,Dn each lying in S — X.

Now apply Lemma 1 to get a map g of K into IntS + ~Yj=xDí such that

£|BdK = /'|BdP and g{K) Cf'(K) 4-E"-ifl¡. By combining (2) and (11)
with the fact that each D¡ is an e/3-disk, we conclude that

diamg(P) <a + 2i/3 < t.

Thus we have shown that /(BdP) can be shrunk to a point in an e-subset

of IndS + S-X.

Lemma 3. If S is a 2-sphere in E3 and J is a tame simple closed curve on S,

then for each t < 0 there exists a 5 > 0 such that each map of a simple closed

curve into a 5-subset of IntS can be shrunk to a point in an e-subset of

IntS + S-J.

Proof. We will show that J has the properties required of X in the hy-

pothesis of Lemma 2. Let 7 be a positive number and let Pi and D2 be

the two disks on S which have J as a boundary. It follows from Bing's

approximation theorem for surfaces [4], [10 ] that there exist two disks

D[ and D2 each having J as a boundary such that (1) D[ and D'2 are locally

polyhedral except on J and (2) D[ + D'2 is a 2-sphere S" which is homeo-
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morphically within 7/2 of S. Since S" is locally tame at each point of

S" — J, it follows that S" is tame [14]. Hence there is a 2-sphere S' which

is in IntS" and which is homeomorphically within 7/2 of S". It follows

that JE Ext S" and S' is homeomorphically within 7 of S. The conclusion

of Lemma 3 now follows from Lemma 2.

Lemma 4. Suppose S is a 2-sphere in E3 and f is a map of a disk K into

S + IntS such that /(BdP) G IntS and IntS is locally simply connected

at each point of S • f (K). Then for each t > 0, /(BdP) can be shrunk to a

point in IntS in an t-neighborhood of f(K).

Proof. From the hypothesis that IntS is locally simply connected at each

point of S • / (K), it follows that S • / (K) can be covered by a finite number

of open sets Ux, U2, • • •, Un so that Í7¡ (1 Sj i á ») does not intersect

/(BdP) and each map of a simple closed curve in í/¡ • IntS can be shrunk

to a point in an í/2-subset of IntS. There is a positive number a such that

every a-subset of S + IntS that intersects S-f(K) is in some U¡. Also,

there exists a positive number a so that a < t, a < <x/2, and each two

points in IntS that are a distance apart less than a can be joined by an

arc in IntS of diameter less than <r/6 [24, p. 66].

Now let T be a triangulation of K such that each simplex in T has an

image under / that is of diameter less than a/3. Let 7" denote the set of

all 2-simplexes in T that have an image, under /, which intersects S. Let

t denote some element of T", and let Pi,p2, and p3 denote the vertices of t.

If /(p¿) G IntS, let qi = f(p¡). If /(p,) ES, let c/, be a point of IntS that
is within a distance a/6 of/(p¿). Furthermore, if p¿ is a vertex shared by

some two or more elements of T, then we choose the same point </, for all

of these simplexes. Each two of the points q\,q2, and q3 are within a distance

a of each other, so there exist singular arcs(3) q\q2,q2q3, and q3qu each of

which lies in IntS and has a diameter less than a/6. In case f(PiPJ) E IntS,

where i ¿¿ j and PiP¡ is the 1-simplex in T with vertices p, and p;, we let

9¡9; = fiPiPj)- Hence qtf2 + q2q3 + ¿Mi has a diameter less than 0/2 and

lies in a a-subset of S + IntS that intersects S-f(K). Thus q^2 + q2q3

+ q3qi lies in some U¡, so this map of a simple closed curve can be shrunk

to a point in an c/2-subset of IntS in an {-neighborhood of f(K). By fol-

lowing such a procedure for each 2-simplex in T', f (Bd K) can be shrunk

to a point in IntS in an {-neighborhood of f(K).

Theorem 2. // S is a 2-sphere in E3, J is a tame simple closed curve

on S, and IntS is locally simply connected at each point of S — J, then S is

tame from IntS.

( )   We  use  "singular  arc  be"  to  denote  a  map / of  the   unit   interval   (0,1),   where

/(0) = 6   and   /(l) = c.
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Proof. We will use Lemmas 3 and 4 to show that IntS is 1-ULC, and it

will then follow from two of Bing's theorems [6, Theorem 2.1], [7, Theo-

rem l] that S + IntS is a topological 3-cell and hence that S is tame

from IntS.

Let K be a disk and let t be a positive number. By Lemma 3, there

exists a ô > 0 such that each map of BdP into a 5-subset of IntS can be

extended to map K into an e/3-subset of IntS + S — J. Let / be a map of

BdP into a 5-subset of IntS. Extend / to map K into an «/3-subset of

IntS + S — J. By hypothesis, IntS is locally simply connected at each

point of S ■ fiK), so it follows from Lemma 4 that /(BdP) can be shrunk

to a point in IntS in an «/3-neighborhood of f(K). Hence /(BdP) can

be shrunk to a point in an e-subset of IntS, so IntS is 1-ULC.

Remark. Moise [21] has shown that a 2-sphere in P3 is tame if it is the

sum of two tame disks Dy and D2 such that Dy ■ D2 = BdP»i = BdP2-

This suggests the following theorem which is a corollary to Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. If S is a 2-sphere in E3, J is a tame simple closed curve on

S, and S is locally tame from IntS at each point of S — J, then S is tame

from IntS.

Theorem 4. If M is a connected 2-manifold in E3 and V is a comple-

mentary domain of M such that V is locally simply connected at each point

of M, then M is tame from V.

Proof. Let p be a point of M. Let D be a disk and let S be a 2-sphere

which satisfy the requirements of the conclusion of Theorem 1. Now

from the fact that V is locally simply connected at each point of M, it

follows that IntS is locally simply connected at each point of IntP. Also,

S being locally polyhedral at each point of S — D, IntS is locally simply

connected at each point of S — BdD. Hence, by Theorem 2, S is tame

from IntS. From this it follows that M is locally tame at p from V. Now

we have shown that M is locally tame from V, and this implies that M

is tame from V.

Theorem 5. // the complementary domain V of the connected 2-manifold

M in E3 is 1-ULC, then M is tame from V.

Proof. The hypothesis that V is 1-ULC implies that V is locally simply

connected at each point of M. Hence it follows from Theorem 4 that M

is tame from V.

Theorem 6. // the connected 2-manifold M in E3 can be homeomorphically

approximated from the complementary domain V of M, then M is tame from V.

Proof. We will show that V is locally simply connected at each point of

M, and thus it will follow from Theorem 4 that M is tame from V.
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Letp be a point of M and let AT be a neighborhood of p. There exists a

disk K on M such that p E IntK and KEN. There is a spherical neigh-

borhood U of p such that UEN and U ■ M EK. Now let / be a map of

BdP into U ■ V, and extend / to map K into U. By hypothesis, there is

a homeomorphism ft of M into V such that, ft(P) EN and ft(M) ■ f iK)

EhiK). Furthermore, ft can be chosen so that h(K) separates f iK) -M

from fiBdK) in /(P). By Lemma 1, there exists a map g of K into P3

such that

(1) £|BdP = /|BdP,
i2) giK)EfiK) + hiK), and
(3) giK) - HK) is connected.

It follows thatg(P) C N ■ V, so we have shown that any map of BdP into

U • V can be shrunk to a point in N ■ V. Thus V is locally simply connected

at each point of M.

3. Surfaces with local spanning disks. Let M be a connected 2-manifold

in P3, let V be a complementary domain of M, and let p be a point of M.

We define M to be locally spanned at p from V if for each t > 0, there exist

disks P and D such that

(1) pElntPCPCM,
(2) Int PC V,

(3) BdP = BdP, and
(4) diam (P + D) < e.

We say that M is locally spanned from V if M is locally spanned from V

at each point of M. We say that M can be locally spanned if it can be

locally spanned from each of its complementary domains.

Theorem 7. // the connected 2-manifold M in E3 can be locally spanned

from the complementary domain V of M, then M is tame from V.

Proof. We will show that V is locally simply connected at each point of

M, so that it will follow from Theorem 4 that M is tame from V.

Letp be a point of M and let N be a neighborhood of p. There exists a

disk K such that

(1) pElntPCPC-N-M.

Let U be a spherical neighborhood of p such that

(2) UCN   and    U-MClntK.

Let / be a map of Bd K into U ■ V, and extend / to a map of K into U.

It follows from (2) and Lemma 1 that there is a map g0 of K into U ■ V

+ Int K such that

(3) £0|BdP = /|BdP,
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(4) go(K)Cf{K) + lntK,

and

(5) goiK) — K is a connected subset of U ■ V.

There exists an arc X with end points b and q such that b E go(Bd K),

qEM — K, and X — q G V. From the hypothesis that M can be locally

spanned from V, it follows that there exist disks PbR2, --.P™ and disks

Dx, D2, ■ ■ ■, Dm such that

(6) godQ.McZlntRi
¿=i

and for each i (1 S i á m),

(7) RiCK,

(8) A-P^BdA—BdP,,

(9) IntDiEN-V,

and

(10) goiBdK) + X GExtíP, + D,).

Now we will define a finite sequence of maps go,gx, ■■ -,gm of K into

V+M so that gm|BdK = /|Bd7i and gm(K)EN-V. We define
& (1 = i = m) by induction on i as follows. Assume that g¡-X has been

defined. By Lemma 1, there exists a map g¡ of K into V4-M such that

(11) gi\BdK = gi_x\BdK,

(12) gm Cgi-i(K) + l&Du

and

(13) g,{K) — D¡ is connected.

It follows from (12)  that

(14) g,iK).MCg¡-AK).M.

We wish now to show that for each i (líi^m), g¡(K) does not inter-

sect IntP,, so suppose that for some integer / {1 ^j úm), gj{K) intersects

Int Rj. It follows that the connected set gj{K) — D¡ intersects Int R¡. Hence

gj{K) — Dj contains an arc Y from the point b in g0(Bd K) to a point d in

Int P, such that Y - d C V + M - (P; 4- D¡). Let Z be an arc from d to q

such that Z-(d + q)CE3- (M+V). It follows from (10) that X + Y

+ Z contains a simple closed curve which pierces the disk P; at d and does

not intersect the 2-sphere Dj + Rj at any point different from d. Thus we
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have a contradiction, so for each i (1 á » á "*), gi(K) does not intersect

IntP¿.
Suppose now that there is a point w in M • gm(P). It follows from (6)

and (14) that there is an integer h (1 ^ h ;£ m) such that w G IntPA and

"> G £a(P) • This is contrary to what was shown in the paragraph imme-

diately above. Thus

(15) gm(K) E V.

It follows from  (12)  that
m

(16) gm(K)Ego(K) + Z^tDl.
¿-i

By combining (2), (5), (9), (15), and (16), we conclude that

(17) gm(K)EN-V.

Hence we have shown that V is locally simply connected at each point of M.

Theorem 8. A connected 2-manifold in E3 is tame if it can be locally

spanned.

This theorem is a corollary to Theorem 7.

Theorem 9. If S is a 2-sphere in E3, J is a tame simple closed curve on

S, and S can be locally spanned from IntS at each point of S — J, then S

is tame from IntS.

Proof. An argument similar to the one given for Theorem 7 can be followed

to show that Int S is locally simply connected at each point of S — J.

Hence it follows from Theorem 2 that S is tame from IntS.

Theorem 10. // M is a connected 2-manifold in E3, V is a complementary

domain of M, U is a subset of M that is open relative to M, and M can be

locally spanned from V at each point of U, then M is locally tame from V at

each point of U.

Proof. Let p be a point of U, let ( be a positive number, and let S and

D be a 2-sphere and a disk, respectively, which satisfy the requirements

of the conclusion of Theorem 1 such that D EU. Since S is tame at each

point of S — D and can be locally spanned from IntS at each point of

Into, it follows from Theorem 9 that S is tame from IntS. Hence M is

locally tame from V at the point p, so that M is locally tame from V at

each point of U.

Theorem 11. If M is a connected 2-manifold in E3, U is a subset of M

that is open relative to M, and M can be locally spanned at each point of U

from each complementary domain of M, then M is locally tame at each

point of U.
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This theorem is a corollary to Theorem 10.

Remark. Suppose the definition that a connected 2-manifold M can

be locally spanned at a point p from the complementary domain V of

M is changed so that for each t > 0 there exists a disk P and a map / of

P into M + V such that

(1) pElntPCPCM,

(2) /(IntP)C V,
(3) / is the identity on Bd P and is a homeomorphism on some annulus

that contains BdP, and

(4) diam (P + /(P)) <£.
Dehn's Lemma, as proved by Papakyriakopoulos [22] and adjusted for

nonpiecewise linear maps using Bing's approximation theorem [4, Theo-

rem 7], implies that M can be locally spanned at p from V, so all of the

theorems in this section would hold true with the above change. However,

suppose we omit the requirement that / is a homeomorphism on some

annulus that contains BdP. It is not known whether this latter change

implies that M can be locally spanned at p from V. A question about

such a strengthened form of Dehn's Lemma has been raised by Bing [12].

4. Surfaces which can be uniformly locally spanned in a complementary

domain. Let M be a connected 2-manifold in P3 and let V be a comple-

mentary domain of M. We will say that M can be uniformly locally spanned

in V if for each e > 0, there exists a ô > 0 such that for any ô-disk P on

M and for any positive number a, V contains a disk D with the following

properties:

(1) diamP <e,

(2) there is a homeomorphism of Bd P onto Bd D that moves no point

more than a distance a.

If U is a subset of M that is open relative to M and the above properties

hold true for any ô-disk R in U, then we will say that U can be uniformly

locally spanned in V.

A stronger form of the following lemma can be obtained from the results

in a recent paper by Bing [11], but we prove it here in a form that is

needed in the proofs of the theorems in this section.

Lemma 5. Suppose S is a 2-sphere in P3, K is a disk on S, and f is a

map of K into IntS + IntK such that /(BdP) C IntS. Tftere for each

positive number ô there exists a map g of K into IntS + IntK such that

(i) £|BdP = /|BdP,
(ii) every point of giK)  is within a distance 5 of /(P) + K, and

(iii) g iK) ■ S can be covered by a finite number of disjoint 5-disks in Int P.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, there exists a subdisk K' of K

such that fiK)   PClntP' and BdP' is tame. Hence for convenience we
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will assume that K = K' so that Bd K is tame. There exists a disk Ky in

IntP such that /(P) • PClntP^ Let 5 be a positive number such that

(I) ô < min[p(S - K,Ky),PiS - Ky, /(P))],

where p denotes the distance function. It follows from Bing's Side Approxi-

mation Theorem [10] that there exist a finite number of disjoint disks

Dy,D2, ■ • -,Dm on S, a polyhedral 2-sphere S', and a homeomorphism ft

of S onto S' such that

(2) ft moves no point more than a distance ô/2,

m

(3) S-XACExtS',
¡-i

and

(4) for each i, diam P, < ô/2.

Furthermore, we can require [20, p.  97] that

(5) /(BdP) C IntS'

and, as shown by Gillman  [16, p. 464], that

m

(6) Bd K does not intersect ]T D¡.
¿-i

It follows from  (1)  and (2)  that

(7) /(P) -S'EhiKy)        and       HKy) ■ SE IntP.

By (5), (7), and Lemma 1, there exists a map /' of K into IntS' + ft(Pi)

such that

(8) /|BdP = /|BdP

and

(9) f'iK)EfiK)+hiKy).

Now it follows from (2) and (9) that

(10) every point of /'(P) is within a distance Ô/2 of /(P) + K.

For convenience, let Pi, D2, • • •, Dn denote  the  D/s that  intersect  P.

By (3), (6), and (7),

S-/'(P)C¿AClntP.
i=i

Hence Lemma 1 implies that there exists a map g defined on K such that

(II) £|BdP = /'|BdP = /|BdP,
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(12) g(K)ClntS + t,Di,
1=1

and

(13> g(K)Cf'(K)+tD,
i=i

It follows from (4)  and (13) that

(14) every point of g(K)  is within a distance 5/2 of f'{K).

Hence, by combining (10) and (14), we conclude that

(15) every point of g(K) is within a distance 5 of f(K) + K.

Now the requirements in the conclusion of Lemma 5 follow from (11),

(12), and (15).

Theorem 12. If S is a 2-sphere in E3 and H is a disk on S such that

Int H can be uniformly locally spanned in IntS, then IntS is locally simply

connected at each point of Int 77.

Proof. Let p be a point of Int H and let N be a neighborhood of p. There

exists a subdisk K of 77 such that

(1) pGlntP       and       KCN.

Let U be a spherical neighborhood of p such that

(2) UCN       and        U-S=U-K.

Let/be a map of BdP into U ■ IntS. We will show that /(BdP) can be

shrunk to a point in Af-IntS, and this will imply that IntS is locally

simply connected at each point of Int P.

First extend / to map K into U. Then apply Lemma 1 to obtain a map

f of K into K+ IntS such that

(3) /'|BdK = /|BdP,

(4) f'(K)Cf{K) + lntK,

and

(5) f'{K) - K is connected.

It follows from (2), (4), and (5) that

(6) f'(K) - KCN-lntS.

There exists an arcX with end points b and q such that 6G/(Bd7i),

qES — K, and  X — çGIntS.  Let  t   be  a  positive  number  such  that

(7) 2t<p(f'(K) + K,BdN)       and       2« <P(K,X + f(BdK)).

Let 5 be a positive number satisfying the requirements, relative to f de-
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fined in (7), that are implied by the hypothesis that IntP can be uni-

formly locally spanned in IntS. Also, require that

(8) 25 < (.

Apply Lemma 5 to get a map g0 of K into IntS + IntP such that

(9) £0|BdP = /'|BdP = /|BdP,

(10) every point of g0(K)   is within  a  distance  b  of f'(K)+K,   and

(11) gü(K) • S can be covered by the interiors of a finite number of

disjoint 5-disks Ri,R2, ■ •-,/?„ in IntP.

For each ¿' (1 á i è n), let R¡ be a disk in IntP such that R¡.g0(K)

E R¡- Let c, be a point of R¡, and let Z¡ be an arc from c, to q such that

Z,- (Ci + q) CExtS.
Now by use of Lemma 1 and induction on i, we can define a finite sequence

of positive numbers au a2, ■ • •, an, a finite sequence of disks Du D2, • • -, Dn,

and a finite sequence of maps g0,gi, ■ ■ • ,gn of K into N • IntS + K such that

for each í (1 g i S n),

(12) a, <{,

(13) a¡ < P(BdR„R¡+g1.1(K) + Z, + X),

(14) A-C IntS,

(15) diamP,<(,

(16) there is a homeomorphism of BdP, onto BdP, that moves no

point more than a distance a„

(17) gi\BdK = gi.x\BdK,

(18) gi(K)Cg¡-AK) + lntDit

and

(19) g¡(K) — D¡ is connected.

We wish to show that for each i (1 g i á n), g¡(K) does not intersect

P„ so suppose that for some integer j (l^j^n), g¡(K) intersects R¡.

It follows from (11) and (14) that g¡(K) — D¡ intersects IntP;. Since

Rj-gj(K) ER',, it follows that the connected set g,(K) — D¡ contains

an arc Y¡ from the point b in gu(Bd K)  to a point d¡ in R'¡  such  that

(20) Yj-djClntS + S- (P; + D¡).

Furthermore, (18)  and   (20)   imply  that

(21) YjEgj-ÂK).

Let Wj be an arc in Rj from c, to d¡. Now X + Wj+ Y¡ + Z, contains a

simple closed curve L which contains the arcs W¡ and Z¡ and a subarc of
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Yj that contains d¡. Hence L links BdPy. It follows from (13) and (21)

that no point of L is within a distance a, of Bd R,. Hence it follows from

(16) and [4, Theorem 10] that L links BdD,. But this is impossible as

(7), (12), (14), (15), (16) and (20) imply that L does not intersect D,.

Hence for each i (1 z% i g n), g,{K) does not intersect R¡. As in the proof

of Theorem 7, it follows that gn(K)   does not intersect XXi^» so that

(22) g„(P)ClntS.

Now we need to show that gniK) EN. From (1), (6), (7), (8), and (10),

we conclude that

(23) goiK)EN.

It follows from (12), (15), and (16) that for each i (1 á i á b), every

point of Di is within a distance 2t of P, and hence is within a distance

2i of P. Thus by (7), it follows that

(24) ¿PiCiV.
1=1

It is a consequence of (18) that

(25) gniK)CgoiK)+t.Di.
i=i

Now (23), (24), and (25) imply that gniK)EN. Hence we have shown

that /(BdP) can be shrunk to a point in N • IntS.

Theorem 13. // M is a connected 2-manifold in E3, V is a complementary

domain of M, and M can be uniformly locally spanned in V, then M is

tame from  V.

Proof. Let p be a point of M. Let S and D be a 2-sphere and a disk,

respectively, which satisfy the last four requirements in the conclusion

of Theorem 1. Let D' be a disk in Into such that pE IntP'. Now the

hypothesis that M can be uniformly locally spanned in V implies that

IntP' can be uniformly locally spanned in IntS. By Theorem 12, IntS

is locally simply connected at p, and this implies that V is locally simply

connected at p. Hence V is locally simply connected at each point of M,

so that it follows from Theorem 4 that M is tame from V.

Remark. We observe that theorems similar to Theorems 8, 10, and 11

can be proved for connected 2-manifolds which have the uniform spanning

property defined at the beginning of §4. Also we observe that the same

arguments could be used for Theorems 12 and 13 if requirement (2) in this

definition were changed to require that the identity map on Bd R can be

shrunk to a point in D + (some «-neighborhood of Bd P).
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5. Surfaces with certain types of subsets that can be collared. Let M be a

2-manifold in P ', let V be a complementary domain of M, and let / denote

the unit interval (0,1). We modify Brown's definition [13] to say that a

subset H of M can be collared from V if the Cartesian product H X I can

be imbedded in P3 so that

(1) 6x0 = 6, where 6 E H, and

(2) bXt E V, where 0 <i^ 1.

Saying that each point of M lies in an open set on M that can be collared

from V would be equivalent to saying, under Brown's definition, that M

is locally collared in M -f V.

Bing has asked whether a 2-sphere S in P'! is tame if every universal

plane curve can be pushed into each complementary domain of S with

a homotopy [12]. We do not answer this question, but we apply Theorem

7 to give an affirmative answer for the case where every such curve can

be collared from each complementary domain of S.

A universal plane curve, sometimes called a Sierpinski curve, is a con-

tinuum H obtained by removing the interiors of a sequence of disjoint

disks Dy,D2, ••• from a 2-sphere S, where J^liA is dense in S and the

diameters of Dy,D2, ■ ■ ■ converge to zero [23]. Any point of H that is not

in ^r=1BdP, is called an inaccessible point of H.

Theorem 14. Let M be a connected 2-manifold in P3 and let V be a

complementary domain of M. Suppose that for each point p of M, there is

a sequence of disks RltR2, ■■■ on M such that

(1) for i> 1, pElntP, and RtElntR^y,

(2) p is the intersection of R¡,R2, ■■■, and

(3) P + Xi*= i Bd Ri can be collared from V.

Then M is tame from   V.

Proof. We will show that M can be locally spanned from V, so it will

follow from Theorem 7 that M is tame from   V.

Letp be a point of M, let e be a positive number, and let PbR2, •■■ be

a sequence of disks satisfying the requirements in the hypothesis of Theo-

rem 14 such that diamfii<e/6. Since the set p + ^i-iBdP; can be

collared from V, it follows that there is an imbedding of (p + 2>u Bd R¡) x ^

in an e/3-subset of M + V such that

(1) 6x0 = 6,       where6Ep + ¿BdP„
í=i

and

(2) bXtEV,       where0<t^l.

Let S be a polyhedral 2-sphere such that

(3) diamS<{/3,
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(4) pXlGIntS,

and

(5) S C V.

There exists an integer j such that BdP;X 1 G IntS. Using Bing's ap-

proximation theorem [4], we can require that BdP; X 7 is locally polyhedral

except on BdP, and that each component of S ■ (BdP;X /) is a simple

closed curve. There exists a disk D, such that

(6) 7);C(Bdfi,x7)+S,

(7) BdTJ^BdPj,

and

(8) diam (Dj + R}) < e.

Thus M can be locally spanned at p from V, so it follows that M can be

locally spanned from  V.

Theorem 15. If M is a connected 2-manifold in E3 and V is a comple-

mentary domain of M such that every point of M is an inaccessible point of

some universal plane curve on M that can be collared from V, then M is

tame from V.

Proof. Let p be a point of M and let H be a universal plane curve such

that p is an inaccessible point of H and H can be collared from V. There

exists a sequence of disks Pi, R2, ■ • ■ satisfying the requirements in the

hypothesis of Theorem 14 such that for each i, BdP.GP- Thus it follows

from Theorem 14 that M is tame from V.

6. Generalizations to 2-manifolds in a 3-manifold. Let M2 denote a 2-

manifold in a 3-manifold M3 and let p denote a point of M2. Using

[7, Theorem 5], we observe that there is a 2-sphere S such that p is in

the interior of a disk D in S ■ M2 and S is a subset of a neighborhood N

of p that is homeomorphic to Pa. We say that M2 can be locally spanned

at p if some such sphere S can be locally spanned at p from each compo-

nent of N — S. Notice that this is equivalent to requiring that each such

sphere S can be locally spanned at p from each component of M ' — S.

Similarly, we modify the definitions in §4 to say that M2 can be uniformly

locally spanned in A7:! — M2 if for each point p of M2 and some such

sphere S, IntP can be uniformly locally spanned in each component

of N-S.

Theorem 16. // M2 is a 2-manifold in a triangulated 3-manifold M3 and

M2 can be locally spanned at each of its points, then M2 is tame in M'\
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Proof. Let p be a point of M2 and let JVbea neighborhood of p that is

homeomorphic to P3. We assume that N has a triangulation that is derived

from the given triangulation of M3. By the above definition, there exists

a disk D and a 2-sphere S such that

pGlntPGPGS-M2CSGiV

and S can be locally spanned at each point of IntP from each component

of N — S. Hence by Theorem 11, S is locally tame in N at each point of

IntP. This implies that M2 is locally tame in M3 at each point of IntP,

so it follows that M2 is tame in M3 [3], [21 j.

Theorem 17. // M2 is a 2-manifold in a triangulated 3-manifold M3, U

is a subset of M2 that is open relative to M2, and M2 can be locally spanned

at each point of U, then M2 is locally tame at each point of U.

Proof. This theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 16 if it is re-

quired that N ■ M2EU.

Theorem 18. // M2 is a 2-manifold in a 3-manifold M3 and M2 can be

uniformly locally spanned in M3 — M2, then M2 is tame in M3.

Proof. Choose p, N, S, and D as in the proof of Theorem 16 so that

IntP can be uniformly locally spanned in each component of N — S. We

observe that Theorem 12 holds true where IntS is replaced with ExtS.

Hence it follows from Theorem 12 that N — S is locally simply connected

at each point of IntP. Thus M3 — M2 is locally simply connected at each

point of M2, and Bing [7, Theorem 7] has shown that this implies that

M2 is tame in M3.

Remark. We observe that by similar methods, Theorems 14, 15, and

18 can be generalized to give conditions under which a 2-manifold M2 in

a 3-manifold M3 is locally tame at each point of an open subset of M2.

Added in proof. L. D. Loveland [Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 11 (1964), 313]

has recently proved Theorem 13 without the requirement of uniformity

provided it is required that M can be locally spanned in V at each point

of M relative to a disk on M with a tame boundary. A similar change can

be made in Theorems 12 and 18.
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